
Efficient evolutionary algorithm for the thin-film
synthesis of inhomogeneous optical coatings

Jinn-Moon Yang and Cheng-Yan Kao

We propose an efficient evolutionary approach for the thin-film synthesis of inhomogeneous optical
coatings. The proposed approach consists of global and local strategies by integration of decreasing-
based mutations and self-adaptive mutations by means of family competition and adaptive rules. Nu-
merical results indicate that the proposed approach performs robustly and is competitive with other
approaches. Our approach, although somewhat slower, is flexible and can easily be adopted to other
application domains. Our approach is also able to generate homogeneous solutions with two materials
available. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Optical thin-film coatings are used to change the
spectral intensity distribution or the state of polar-
ization of the electromagnetic radiation incident on it
for satisfying performance specifications. The coat-
ings have numerous applications, for example, in sci-
entific instrument manufacturing, spectroscopes,
medicine, and astronomy. There is a need for many
different thin-film design approaches, which are of-
ten required for the solutions of different types of
problem. These approaches can be roughly divided
into analytical, graphical, and numerical methods.1,2

Numerical methods, now the most widely used design
techniques, formulate the coating design as an opti-
mization problem based on the use of merit functions.

Refinement methods3,4 and synthesis methods5,6

are two approaches of numerical optical coatings.
Refinement methods normally require a starting de-
sign, which is often time consuming and difficult to
produce in complex systems. A desired solution is
then achieved by gradual modification from the start-
ing design. The solution quality of refinement meth-
ods is sensitive to the starting point. However,
synthesis methods5,7 generate their own starting de-
signs. They are usually combined with refinement
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methods, because the quality of their solutions is of-
ten not good enough. Therefore developing a good
synthesis method is an important research topic.

Recently, evolutionary algorithms8,9 have been ap-
plied to some optical filters and coatings. Evolution-
ary algorithms are based on ideas borrowed from
genetics and natural selection. It is a generally
adaptable concept for problem solving, especially well
suited for solving difficult optimization problems, in
which traditional optimization methods are less effi-
cient. There are roughly three main independently
developed but strongly related implementations of
evolutionary algorithms: genetic algorithms,10 evo-
lution strategies,11 and evolutionary programming.12

These three types of standard evolutionary algorithm
are not efficient. Thus many modifications have
been proposed to improve solution quality and to
speed up convergence.13

In this paper we propose a method called the family
competition evolutionary algorithm ~FCEA! to
synthesize optical thin-film systems with various
numbers of layers. The FCEA combines decreasing-
based Gaussian mutation, self-adaptive Gaussian
mutation, and self-adaptive Cauchy mutation whose
performance heavily depends on the same factor,
called step size, which is the standard derivation of a

aussian or a Cauchy distribution. The self-
daptive mutations adapt the step sizes with a sto-
hastic mechanism, and decreasing-based mutations
ecrease the step sizes with a fixed decreased rate g
here g , 1. To balance exploration and exploita-

ion, these operators are designed to cooperate with
ne another by incorporation of family competition
nd adaptive rules to construct the relationship
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among these mutations. Our proposed approach
has been successfully applied to homogeneous coat-
ings,14 global optimization,15 and flexible ligand dock-
ing.16

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the problem of optical thin-film coat-
ings. Section 3 introduces the evolutionary nature
of the FCEA. In Section 4 the FCEA is applied to
the synthesis of a beam splitter and a narrow-band
reflector. The experimental results showed that
the FCEA is competitive with the other comparable
coating approaches. Furthermore the FCEA syn-
thesized a nonpolarized edge filter that is an
oblique-incidence coating. The final problem is the
synthesis of a tristimulus filter matching the CIEx#l

used in the tristimulus colorimeters.17 Concluding
comments are drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem Definition

The purpose for the design of optical multilayer coat-
ings is to find the construction parameters of a sys-
tem that satisfies the desired optical specification.
The specification is often is defined by means of spec-
ifying the target transmittance T̂ or the target reflec-
tance R̂ at a number of wavelengths in the spectral
region of interest. Figure 1~a! shows examples of a
target reflection and a designed reflection. One ob-
jective in the designing of a thin-film system is to find
the number of layers M, the refractive indices hj, and

Fig. 1. Top, profiles of a target specification and a real coating
system; bottom, construction parameters of a coating system.
the thickness dj of the jth layer, in order to match
closely with the specified performance where 1 # j #

. Figure 1~b! indicates an M-layer coating system
hose refractive indices are h1, . . . , hM and whose

thicknesses are d1, . . . , dM.
The merit function a main element of numerical

coating methods. Let the spectral reflectance of the
M-layer system, shown in Fig. 1~b!, be denoted as

~h, d, l! where l is the wavelength region of inter-
st. A broadly applicable merit function is given,

f ~h, d, lk! 5 H 1
W (

k51

W @R~h, d, lk! 2 R̂~lk!#
2

dRk
J1y2

, (1)

where R~h, d, lk! and R̂~lk! are the desired and the
target reflectances at the wavelength lk, h and d are
he refractive index and the thickness vectors of a
oating system, and dRk is the tolerance at the wave-

length lk. In general dRk is set to 0.01. Here W is
the number of quantities of interest used in the merit
function. The most generally used method of calcu-
lating R~h, d, lk! is based on a matrix formulation.2

A coating system is called a normal-incidence coat-
ing if the incident angle u0 shown in Fig. 1~b! is zero,

hich is otherwise called an oblique-incidence coat-
ng. A coating system can be divided into two cate-
ories according to the available values of refractive
ndex. It is called an inhomogeneous coating if the
alues of the refractive-index vector are continuous
n the regions of interest; otherwise, it is called a
omogeneous coating based on some available mate-
ials. The FCEA can be applied to both inhomoge-
eous and homogeneous coating problems, including
he normal- and the oblique-incidence coating prob-
ems.

In deposition processes a homogeneous coating sys-
em is much easier to construct than an inhomoge-
eous one. Fortunately, it is relatively simple to
onvert an inhomogeneous layer to an equivalent
wo-material layer as long as the thin-layer thickness
s small compared with the wavelength of interest.18

Of course, the FCEA is also able to generate two-
material systems directly that consist of only two
available materials.

3. Family Competition Evolutionary Algorithm

In this section we present the details of the FCEA for
the optical thin-film designs. The basic structure of
the FCEA is as follows ~see Fig. 2!: N solutions are
andomly generated as the initial population.
CEA then enters the main evolutionary loop, in
hich each generation consists of three nearly iden-

ical procedures. We realize each procedure by per-
orming recombinations, mutations, family
ompetition, and selection. The three procedures
iffer mainly in the mutations used: decreasing
aussian mutation ~Mdg!, self-adaptive Cauchy mu-

ation ~Mc!, and self-adaptive Gaussian muta-
ion ~Mg!. Hence we refer to such a procedure as
C_adaptive, which is described below in detail.
he output is a new quasi population with N solu-
1 July 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 19 y APPLIED OPTICS 3257
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tions, which will be the input of the next FC_adaptive
procedure.

The FC_adaptive procedure employs three param-
eters, namely, the parent population ~P, with N so-
lutions!, mutation operator ~M!, and family
competition length ~L!, to generate a new quasi-
population @Fig. 2~b!#. The FC_adaptive procedure
proceeds as follows to generate a quasi population:
Each individual in the population sequentially be-
comes the family father. With a probability pc, this
family father and another solution randomly chosen
from the rest of the parent population are used as
parents to perform a recombination operation.
Then the new offspring or the family father ~if the
recombination is not conducted! is operated on by a

utation. For each family father such a procedure
s repeated L times. Finally, L children are pro-
uced; only that with the best objective value sur-
ives. Since we create L children from one family
ather and perform a selection, this is a family com-
etition strategy. After the family competition,
here are N parents and N children left. In each
air of father and child, the individual with a better
bjective value survives. This is called family selec-
ion.

Regarding chromosome representation, we present
solution as ~M, x, s, v, c! in FCEA. M is the

umber of layers of a coating system. The vector x
ncludes both the thickness vector and the refractive-
ndex vector of a coating system to be optimized; s, v,
nd c are the step-size vectors of decreasing-based
utation, self-adaptive Gaussian mutation, and self-

daptive Cauchy mutation, respectively. In other
ords, each solution x is associated with some pa-

ameters for step-size control. The numbers of
lements of the thickness vector and of the refractive-

Fig. 2. Overview of our algorithm:
258 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 19 y 1 July 2001
ndex vector are M. Therefore the number of ele-
ents of each vector, x, s, v, and c, is 2M.
In the homogeneous coating, with a pair of mate-

ials with hl and hh, the FCEA uses the indicator I to
represent the structure of the refractive indices.
The refractive index of the first layer is hl when I is 0
and is hh when I is 1. The vector x represents only
he thickness vector of a coating system to be opti-
ized. For a two-material system the FCEA repre-

ents the chromosome as ~M, I, x, s, v, c!. In this
case the number of elements of each vector, x, s, v,
and c, is M.

The initial value M is randomly chosen from @Ml,
Mh# where Ml and Mh are the numbers of the low- and
the upper-bound layers, respectively. The initial
value of each entry of x is randomly chosen over a
easible region depending on the properties of optical
oating problems. The initial values for each of the
ntries of s, v, and c are set to 0.04, 0.01, and 0.01.
For the rest of this section we use inhomogeneous

oatings to explain each of the important components
f the FC_adaptive procedure—recombination oper-
tors, mutation operations, and rules for adapting
tep sizes ~s, v, and c!. To facilitate illustration of
he operators, we use a 5 ~Ma, xa, sa, va, ca! to

represent the family father and b 5 ~Mb, xb, sb, vb,
cb! as another parent ~only for the recombination
perator!. The offspring, c 5~Mc, xc, sc, vc, cc!, is

generated by a genetic operation. We also used the
symbol xj

d to denote the jth component of an indi-
idual d, @j [ $1, . . . , 2M%.

A. Recombination Operators

We have implemented two simple recombination op-
erators to generate offspring: modified discrete re-
combination and intermediate recombination. With

FCEA, ~b! FC_adaptive procedure.
~a!
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probabilities 0.8 and 0.2, at each FC_adaptive proce-
dure only one of the two operators is chosen. Prob-
abilities are set according to our experimental
experience. Here we again note that recombination
operators are activated with only a probability pc.

1. Modified Discrete Recombination
The original discrete recombination generates a child
that inherits genes from two parents with equal prob-
ability. Here the two parents of the recombination
operator are the family father and another solution
randomly selected. Our experience indicates that
the FCEA can be more robust if the child inherits
genes from the family father with a higher probabil-
ity. Therefore we modified the operator to be as fol-
lows:

xj
c 5 Hxj

a with probability 0.8
xj

b with probability 0.2
. (2)

For a family father, applying this operator in the
family competition is viewed as a local search proce-
dure because this operator is designed to preserve the
relationship between a child and its family father.

2. Intermediate Recombination
We define intermediate recombination as

xj
c 5 xj

a 1 0.5~ xj
b 2 xj

a!, (3)

wj
c 5 wj

a 1 0.5~wj
b 2 wj

a!, (4)

here w is v, s, or c depending on the mutation
operator applied in the family competition. For ex-
ample, if the self-adaptive Gaussian mutation is used
in this FC_adaptive procedure, x in Eqs. ~3! and ~4! is
v. We emulate the research of the evolution strate-
gies community11 to employ only intermediate recom-
bination on step-size vectors, that is, s, v, and c.

B. Mutation Operators

Mutations are the main operators of the FCEA. Af-
ter the recombination, a mutation operator is applied
to the family father or the new offspring generated by
a recombination. In the FCEA the mutation is per-
formed independently on each vector element of the
selected individual by addition of a random value
with expectation zero,

xi9 5 xi 1 wD~ z !, (5)

here xi is the thickness of the ith of x, xi9 is the ith
ariable of x9 mutated from x, D~ z ! is a random vari-

able, and w is the step size. In this paper D~ z ! is
evaluated as N~0, 1! or C~1! if the mutations are,
respectively, Gaussian mutation or Cauchy muta-
tion.

1. Self-Adaptive Gaussian Mutation
We adapted Schwefel’s19 proposal to use self-adaptive

aussian mutation. We accomplish the mutation
by first mutating the step size vj and then the thick-
ness xj,

vj
c 5 vj

a exp@t9N~0, 1! 1 tNj~0, 1!#, (6)

xj
c 5 xj

a 1 vj
cNj~0, 1!, (7)

where N~0, 1! is the standard normal distribution.
Nj~0, 1! is a new value with distribution N~0, 1! that
must be regenerated for each index j. For the FCEA
we follow Ref. 11 in setting t and t9 as ~=2n!21 and
@~2=n!1y2#21, respectively, where n 5 2M.

2. Self-Adaptive Cauchy Mutation
We follow previous studies20 to define self-adaptive
Cauchy mutation as follows:

cj
c 5 cj

a exp@t9N~0, 1! 1 tNj~0, 1!#, (8)

xj
c 5 xj

a 1 cj
cCj~t!. (9)

In our experiments, t is 1. Note that self-adaptive
Cauchy mutation is similar to self-adaptive Gaussian
mutation except that Eq. ~7! is replaced with Eq. ~9!.

hat is, they implement the same step-size control
ut use different means of updating x.

. Decreasing-Based Gaussian Mutations
ur decreasing-based Gaussian mutation uses the

tep-size vector s with a fixed decreasing rate g 5
.97 as follows:

sc 5 gsa, (10)

xj
c 5 xj

a 1 scNj~0, 1!. (11)

Previous results15 demonstrated that self-adaptive
mutations converge faster than decreasing-based
mutations but that, for rugged functions, self-
adaptive mutations are more easily trapped into local
optima than decreasing-based mutations.

Figure 3 shows the different characteristics of mu-
tation operators of the FCEA. Figure 3~a! compares

ensity functions of Gaussian distribution @N~0, 1!#
nd Cauchy distributions @C~1!#. Clearly, Cauchy
utation is able to make a larger perturbation than
aussian mutation. This implies that Cauchy mu-

ation has a higher probability of escaping from local
ptima than Gaussian mutation does. For decreas-
ng mutation, the search space for a better child is a
ypersphere centered at the parent. However, for
elf-adaptive mutation, the search space becomes a
yperellipse. Figure 3~b! illustrates this difference

by two-dimensional contour plots. Therefore chil-
dren are searched for in two different types of region.

C. Adaptive Rules

The performance of Gaussian and Cauchy mutations
is largely influenced by the step sizes. The FCEA
adjusts the step sizes while mutations are applied
@e.g., Eqs. ~6!, ~8!, and ~10!#. However, such updates
re insufficient for the consideration of the perfor-
ance of the whole family. Therefore, after family

ompetition, some additional rules are implemented:
1 July 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 19 y APPLIED OPTICS 3259
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1. A-decrease rule: Immediately after self-
daptive mutations, if objective values of all offspring
re greater than or equal to that of the family parent,
e decrease the step-size vectors v ~Gaussian! or c

~Cauchy! of the parent:

wj
a 5 0.95wj

a, (12)

where wa is the step-size vector of the parent. In
other words, when there is no improvement after
self-adaptive mutations, we may propose that a more
conservative, that is, smaller, step size tends to make
better improvement in the next iteration.

2. D-increase rule: It is difficult, however, to de-
cide the rate g of decreasing mutations. Unlike self-
adaptive mutations, which adjust step sizes
automatically, the step size of decreasing mutations
goes to zero as the number of generations increases.
Therefore it is essential to employ a rule that can
enlarge the step size in some situations. The step
size of the decreasing mutation should not be too
small when compared with step sizes of self-adaptive

Fig. 3. Different characteristics of FCEA mutation operators. ~a
ence in search spaces between ~i! self-adaptive and ~ii! decreasing
260 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 19 y 1 July 2001
mutations. Here we propose to increase s if one of
the two self-adaptive mutations generates better off-
spring. To be more precise, after a self-adaptive mu-
tation, if the best child with step size v is better than
its family father, the step size of the decreasing mu-
tation is updated as follows,

sc 5 max~sc, bvmean
c!, (13)

where vmean
c is the mean value of the vector v and b

is 0.2 in our experiments. Note that this rule is
applied in stages of self-adaptive mutations but not of
decreasing mutations.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we present the numerical results of
three inhomogeneous coatings and three homoge-
neous coatings to illustrate the proposed method.
The first and the second problem are used to compare
the performance of FCEA with some well-known
coating approaches. The third problem, nonpolar-
ized edge filters, and the final problem, CIEx#l

used in
the tristimulus colorimeters, are considered to be dif-

sity functions of Gaussian and Cauchy distributions. ~b! Differ-
d mutations.
! Den
-base
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Table 1. Parameters of FCEA and Notation Used in This Paper
ficult for refinement methods, because of the lack of
good starting points. The experimental results in-
dicate that the FCEA is able to obtain sufficiently
good solutions for different types of coating problem.

Table 1 indicates the setting of FCEA parameters,
such as initial step sizes, family competition lengths,
and recombination probabilities. They are used for
the synthesis problems studied in this paper. Ld, s,
and pcD are the parameters for decreasing-based mu-
tation; La, v, c, and pcA are for self-adaptive muta-
tions. The population size is 50. These parameters
are decided after experiments have been conducted
on these optical coatings with various values. For
each problem the FCEA is tested 30 times.

A. Beam Splitter

We continued from previous research4,8 to synthesize
a beam splitter in the range of 0.4–1.0 mm. The
target design is the reflectance R specified to 50% at
0.02-mm-wavelength increments between 0.4 and 1.0
mm; therefore W defined in Eq. ~1! is 31 as in previous
studies.4,8 The incident medium is air ~hm 5 1.0!,
nd the substrate refractive index is glass ~hs 5 1.52!.

The refractive indices of the layers were allowed to
vary freely within the range of 1.35 to 2.35.

The initial number of layers is randomly chosen
from 10 to 20. The initial thickness of each layer
was uniformly selected from the region from 0.01 to
0.1 mm. The FCEA was executed 30 times in all,
and the maximum number of generations was 1000.

The spectral reflectance and the respective
refractive-index profile of a solution obtained by the
FCEA are shown in Fig. 4. The construction param-
eters of this solution are given in Table 4, below.
The number of layers, the value of the merit function,
and the total thickness of this solution are 18, 0.06%,
and 2.0 mm, respectively. Table 2 shows the com-
parisons of the FCEA with well-known refinement
methods,4 such as the dumped-least-square and the
Hooke and Jeeves methods, and real-code genetic al-
gorithms8 on the beam-splitter filter. The value of
the merit function of the best solution obtained by the
FCEA is 0.06%. These results show that the FCEA
is competitive with these comparable refinement ap-
proaches. The FCEA is also more robust than the

Parameter Name Parameter Value and Notation

Recombination pcD 5 0.8 ~for Mdg!
Probability ~pc! pcA 5 0.2 ~for Mc or Mg!

Family competition Ld 5 6 ~for Mdg!
Length La 5 6 ~for Mc or Mg!

Step sizes vi 5 ci 5 0.01, si 5 4vi

Population size ~N! 50

Other notation M: number of layers
MF: value of merit function
¥ hd: total thickness of a solution
real-code genetic algorithm without the gradient
method.

According to the maximum principle,6 there is no
advantage in using more than two materials each
with the lowest hl and highest hh refractive indices at
normal light incidence. That is, the best results can
be achieved with a pair of materials that have the
lowest and the highest refractive indices. At the
same time it is acknowledged that the number of
spectral targets can essentially affect the conver-
gence of the optimization routine and the quality of
the final result. If this number is insufficient, the
convergence and the final results will be poor.
Therefore we tested the FCEA on this beam splitter
with two materials ~hl 5 1.35 and hh 5 2.35! and 301
quispaced points on the wavelength scale, 0.4 # l #
.0 mm. The FCEA is also able to obtain good solu-
ions as shown in the homogeneous coating column of
able 4, below, for the beam splitter. The total

Fig. 4. Spectral reflectance and refractive-index profile of an 18-
layer solution generated by the FCEA for the beam-splitter coating
in the region of interest 0.4 # l # 1.0 mm with refractive indices
within the range 1.35 # h # 2.35.
1 July 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 19 y APPLIED OPTICS 3261
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thickness, the number layers, and the value of the
merit function of one solution obtained by the FCEA
are 1.62 mm, 16, and 0.0281%, respectively. Figure

shows the spectral reflectance and the respective
efractive-index profile of this coating system.

In recent years the needle optimization technique
has proven to be an extremely efficient optical coating
design technique.17,21 It is therefore natural to com-

FCEA
Dumped

Least Square Golden Section H

M 16 18 11 11
¥ hd ~mm! 1.51 2.0 1.56 1.88
MF ~%! 0.097 0.06 0.28 0.97

aMethods include those such as dumped least square and golden s
ith inhomgeneous coating and 31 equispaced points in the regio

Fig. 5. Spectral reflectance and refractive-index profile of a 16-
layer solution generated by the FCEA for the beam-splitter coating
with refractive indices of hh 5 2.35 and hl 5 1.35.
262 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 19 y 1 July 2001
Fig. 6. Spectral reflectance and refractive-index profile of a 33-
layer narrow-band reflection filter obtained by FCEA in the region
of interest 0.5 # l # 0.7 mm on a hs 5 1.52 substrate.
Beam Splitter with Refractive Indices of hh 5 2.35 and hl 5 1.35 as well
as 301 Equispaced Points in the Region of Interest 0.4 < l < 1.0 mm

Parameter FCEA Needle Methoda

Number of layers 16 15 14
Total thickness ~¥ hd! ~mm! 1.62 1.65 1.51
MF ~%! 0.0281 0.0311 0.0209

aProvided by the anonymous referee.
ooke Jeeves Rosenbrock Simplex RCGA RCGA 1 Gradient

11 11 10 20 20
1.88 1.85 1.52 2.0 2.03
0.37 0.50 3.81 0.41 0.06

ection and a real-coded genetic algorithm ~RCGA!8 on the beam splitter
n of interest 0.4 # l # 1.0 mm. See Ref. 4.
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Table 4. Construction Parameters of the Solutions Found by FCEA for the Narrow-Band Reflector,
pare the FCEA with the needle method. Table 3
shows that the FCEA, although somewhat slower, is
comparable with the needle method. The total
thickness, the number of layers, and the value of the
merit function of a solution found by the needle
method are 1.51 mm, 14, and 0.0209%, respectively.

he solution of the needle method is slightly thinner
nd has fewer layers than those of the FCEA.

B. Narrow-Band Reflection Filter

The second example concerns the synthesis of a filter
in the 0.5–0.7-mm region. The substrate and inci-
dent medium indices are glass ~hs 5 1.52! and air
~hm 5 1.0!, respectively. The target was defined by
a reflection equal to 90% between 0.58 and 0.62 mm
nd zero outside the band in the region of interest.
ollowing previous studies,7,8 the merit function was

defined at 21 points. That is, in each region are
seven points. The two edges of the band, between
0.575 and 0.585 mm and between 0.615 and 0.625

the Beam Splitter, and the CIEx#l
Filter in Both In
mm, were not specified. The spectral target is the
dashed curve as shown in Fig. 6~a! and with the
vailable materials with indices between 1.35 and
.20 mm.
The initial number of layers is randomly chosen

rom 25 to 35. The initial thickness of each layer
as uniformly selected from the 0.01–0.5-mm region.
he maximum number of generations is 2000.
Figure 6 shows the spectral reflectance and the

efractive-index profile of a final coating system ob-
ained by the FCEA. The number of layers, the
alue of the merit function, and the total thickness of
he solution are 33, 0.38%, and 20.86 mm, respec-
ively. The construction parameters of this solution
enerated are given Table 4. The experimental re-
ults show that the FCEA is able to obtain coating
ystems that are close to the target specification.
ccording to the spectral reflections, the FCEA per-

ormed better than both the inverse Fourier-
ransform method7 and a real-coded genetic

geneous Coatings and Homogeneous Coatings
homo
1 July 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 19 y APPLIED OPTICS 3263
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algorithm.8 On comparison, this indicates that the
CEA is closer to the target specification than those
btained by other approaches.
Generally speaking, for thicker designs larger

numbers of spectral targets should be used. The
solutions of a narrow-band reflection filter are thicker
than those of a beam splitter. Thus the FCEA is
applied to this filter with two materials ~hl 5 1.35 and
hh 5 2.35! and 213 equispaced points on the wave-
length scale, that is, with 71 points existing in each
region. In this case the FCEA is able to obtain a
good solution; the construction parameters are as
shown in the homogeneous coating column of Table 4.
Its total thickness is 11.14 mm, its number of layers is
4, and its value of the merit function is 0.399%.
he average reflectances of this solution are 0.05%

or 0.5 # l # 0.575, 90.31% for 0.585 # l # 0.615, and
0.15% for 0.625 # l # 0.7.

Fig. 7. Spectral reflectance and refractive-index profile of a 66-
layer short-wave-pass nonpolarized filter obtained by the FCEA at
a 45° angle of incidence on the region of interest 0.4 # l # 1.2 mm.

he available value of refractive index is continuous from 1.45 to
.35.
264 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 19 y 1 July 2001
C. Nonpolarized Edge Filters

At oblique light incidence the most interesting design
is the coating that satisfies for both s and p polariza-
tions simultaneously. In this subsection the FCEA
is implemented to design nonpolarization edge filters
including the short- and the long-wave-pass filters.
The target specifications are that the reflectance is
zero in the region from 0.4 to 0.75 mm and that the
reflectance is 1.0 from 0.85 to 1.2 mm for the short-
wave-pass filter. For the long-wave-pass filter the
reflectance is 1.0 in the region from 0.4 to 0.75 mm,
and the reflectance is zero from 0.85 to 1.2 mm. The
incident angle is 45°, the incident medium is air, and
the substrate is glass for these two problems. The
merit function was specified at 0.01-mm-wavelength
increments in the region of interest; therefore W de-

ned in Eq. ~1! is 72.
Nonpolarizing coatings are much more difficult to

esign, and so a large number of layers may be re-

Fig. 8. Spectral reflectance and refractive-index profile of a 71-
layer long-wave-pass filter for nonpolarized light at a 45° angle of
incidence on the region of interest 0.4 # l # 1.2 mm. The refrac-
ive index is continuous from 1.45 to 2.35.



quired. Thus the initial number ~M! of layers was
randomly chosen in the range of 60 to 75. The initial
thickness ~dj! and refractive index ~hj! of each layer
were uniformly selected from the regions 0.01–0.2
mm and 1.45–2.35, respectively. The maximum
number of generations was set to 2000.

Figures 7 and 8 show the spectral reflectances and
refractive-index profiles of short- and long-wave-pass
nonpolarizing edge filters, respectively. The final
design of the short-wave-pass filter is a 66-layer coat-

Fig. 9. Series of intermediate performances and the refractive
colorimeters in the region 380–780 nm.
ing system, and the value of the merit function is
1.817%. In this final solution, the values of the
merit functions of the s- and the p-polarized cases are
0.63% and 1.18%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7~a!
with Fig. 7~b! showing the refractive-index profile.

The long-wave-pass design shown in Fig. 8 has 71
layers with its value of merit function at 1.477%.
The values of the merit function of s- and p-polarized
cases are 0.316% and 1.161%, respectively. Figure
8~a! shows the s- and the p-polarized spectral reflec-

x profiles of our FCEA for the CIEx#l
filter for the tristimulus
-inde
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Table 5. Comparison of FCEA with the Needle Method on the CIE

3

tances, and Fig. 8~b! shows the refractive-index pro-
le of the solution. These results show that the
esigns for the s case are easier than those for the p
ase.

D. Tristimulus Filter

In this section we consider the objective of producing
a filter that matches the CIEx#l

curve for the standard
observer in the 380–780-nm spectral region.17,21

This filter is used in the tristimulus colorimeters.
The target curve is shown as the solid curve in Fig.
9~b!. The final designs should consist of only two
coating materials, SiO2 and Nb2O5, whose refractive
indices are hl 5 1.468 and hh 5 2.323, respectively.
Both substrate and medium are assumed to be made
of glass whose index is hs 5 hm 5 1.52. The merit
function was defined at 81 equispaced points on the
wavelength scale of interest.

The initial number of layers is randomly chosen
from 30 to 40. The initial thickness of each layer was
uniformly selected from the region from 0.01 to 0.1 mm.
The maximum number of generations is 2000.

Figure 9~a! shows the convergence curve of value of
the merit function of the FCEA on the CIEx#l

filter.
Figures 9~b!–Fig. 9~e! illustrate a series of interme-
diate solutions of a final solution obtained by the
FCEA. The dashed curves are the designed results,
and the solid curves are the target design. Initially,
the value of the merit function is 22.20%. The val-
ues of solutions are reduced to 4.97% and 2.11% when
the numbers of generations approach 100 and 300,
respectively. The final solution quality is 0.587%
after the FCEA has exhausted 2000 generations.
The number of layers is 37, and the total thickness is
4.597 mm of the final solution. Figure 9~f ! shows the
refractive-index profile of the final solution. The
construction parameters of this solution are also
shown in the final column of Table 4.

Table 5 shows that the FCEA is just as good with
the needle method17 on the CIEx#l

filter. According to
the illustrations in Tables 3 and 5, the FCEA is
comparable with the needle method, but the solutions
of the FCEA are thicker than those of the needle
method.

5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that the FCEA is a
stable synthesis approach for optical thin-film de-
signs. Our experience suggests that a global opti-
mization method for synthesizing the optical coating
systems should consist of both global and local search
strategies. In the FCEA, decreasing-based muta-

x#l

Filter for the Tristimulus Colorimeters in the Region 380–780 nm

Parameter FCEA Needle Methoda

Number of layers 34 37 31
Total thickness ~¥ hd! ~mm! 5.13 4.597 3.982
MF ~%! 0.65 0.587 0.62

aRef. 17.
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tions with a large initial step size are a global search
strategy; self-adaptive mutations with family compe-
tition procedure and replacement selection are local
search strategies. These strategies can closely coop-
erate with each other to improve the overall search
performance.

The experiments of four optical coating problems
verify that the proposed approach, although some-
what slower, is robust and is competitive with com-
parable algorithms except for the needle optimization
technique, which is an extremely efficient optical
coating design method. The FCEA required slightly
thick solutions for obtaining almost the same values
of the merit function as those of the needle method.
The experiments show that the FCEA is able to ob-
tain acceptable solutions whose numbers of layers
range from 12 to 85 for different types of coating
problem. We believe that the flexibility and robust-
ness of the FCEA make it an effective synthesis
method for optical thin-film designs.

We will continue to design a more flexible approach
to adapt the number of layers of a coating system and
will study a more diverse set of thin-film designs to
determine the limits of our FCEA.
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